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VCT RISK WARNINGS

RISK WARNINGS AND 
DISCLAIMERS

GENERAL RISK WARNINGS

Fluctuations in Value 
of-Investments

Suitability

Past performance

Legislation

Taxation

ADDITIONAL RISK WARNINGS 

This communication is provided for informational purposes only. This informa-
tion does not constitute advice on investments within the meaning of Article 53 of 
the Financial Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001. Should in-
vestment advice be required this should be sought from a FCA authorised person 

Tax Effi  cient Review’ (the “Review”) is issued by Tax Effi  cient Review Limited (“TER”). The Review is 
provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as an off er of, or as solicitation 
of an off er to purchase, investments or investment advisory services. The investments or investment 
services provided by TER may not be suitable for all readers. If you have any doubts as to suitability, you 
should seek advice from TER. No investment or investment service mentioned in the Review amounts 
to a personal recommendation to any one investor. 

Your attention is drawn to the following risk warnings which identify some of the risks associated 
with the investments which are mentioned in the Review:

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and you may not 
get back the amount invested.

The investments may not be suitable for all investors and you should only invest if you understand 
the nature of and risks inherent in such investments and, if in doubt, you should seek professional 
advice before eff ecting any such investment.

Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

Changes in legislation may adversely aff ect the value of the investments.

The levels and the bases of the reliefs from taxation may change in the future. You should seek 
your own professional advice on the taxation consequences of any investment.

Venture Capital Trusts
(a) An investment in a VCT carries a higher risk than many other forms of investment.
(b) A VCT’s shares, although listed, are likely to be diffi  cult to realise.
(c) You should regard an investment in a VCT as a long term investment, particularly as regards 

a VCT’s investment objectives and policy and the fi ve year period for which shareholders 
must hold their ordinary shares to retain their initial income tax reliefs.

(d) The investments made by VCTs will normally be in companies whose securities are not pub-
licly traded or freely marketable and may therefore be diffi  cult to realise and investments in 
such companies are substantially riskier than those in larger companies.

(e) If a VCT loses its Inland Revenue approval tax reliefs previously obtained may be lost. 

Copyright © 2015 Tax Efficient Review Ltd. All Rights Reserved. The information, data and opinions (“Information”) expressed and con-
tained herein: (1) are proprietary to Tax Efficient Review Ltd and/or its content providers and are not intended to represent investment 
advice or recommendation to buy or sell any security; (2) may not normally be copied or distributed without express license to do so; 
and (3) are not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Tax Efficient Review Ltd reserves its rights to charge for access to these 
reports. Tax Efficient Review Ltd is not responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of the reports or the Information 
contained therein. The copyright in this publication belongs to Martin Churchill, all rights reserved, and for a fee the author has granted 
Puma Investment Management Limited an unlimited non-exclusive and royalty free licence to use the publication
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Type  Planned Exit VCT
Size £30m 
Manager  Puma Investment Management Limited (“Puma”)
Joint Promoter RAM Capital
Sponsor  Howard Kennedy
Focus  Unquoted companies
Funds initially invested  High quality, liquid, income-yielding investments, corporate 

bond funds and cash deposits. 
Minimum investment  £5,000
Closing date First closing 5 April 2016

Tax Efficient Review summary of offering Pros and Cons

PROS CONS

• Previous offers have returned funds promptly to 
shareholders after the five year minimum holding 
period

• Capped upside – asset backed investment strategy 
means this VCT cannot offer the equity returns of 
generalist VCTs

• VCT benefits from the Investment Managers’ 
structuring ability to seek to mitigate risk on the 
qualifying VCT investments

• Like all VCTs, the investment strategy could be 
affected by future changes to legislation

• Good track record in the planned exit VCT sector • Risk of defaults could impact returns

• Asset backed investment strategy not expected to 
be materially affected by 2015 Budget changes

• We think investors should look to be prepared to 
accept a return of 100p-105p

• Dividends are not guaranteed

This communication is provided for informational purposes only. This informa-
tion does not constitute advice on investments within the meaning of Article 53 of 
the Financial Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001. Should in-
vestment advice be required this should be sought from a FCA authorised person 

 
There have been signifi cant announcements regarding the legislation governing investments by 

VCTs. The Government have been negotiating with the EU regarding the VCT and EIS regimes, and the 
proposed changes to the legislation are designed to ensure that the VCT and EIS legislation is compliant 
with Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.

In summary and based on the Budget announcement, rather than on any legislation that will be 
enacted, it is proposed that:

1. VCTs and EISs will not be able to buy existing businesses (includes MBOs). Since 6 April 2012 it 

Puma VCT 12

Disclaimer

2015 Budget changes

Table 1: Puma Funds managed by Shore Capital Limited Data source Hugh Rogers 31 October 2015

VCT

Net assets 

£m

Annual 
Investment

Management fee
£

Still to be invested 
including 

Acquisition Vehicles
(Note 1)

£m
VCT funds

Puma VCT I & II - - -
Puma VCT III & IV - - -
Puma VCT V - - -
Puma High Income VCT 5.6 168,000 0.2
Puma VCT VII 10.1 204,744 1
Puma VCT 8 10.5 210,152 0.4
Puma VCT 9 25.8 519,492 3.1
Puma VCT 10 26.9 540,763 8.3
Puma VCT 11 29.1 586,856 16.6

TOTALS £108.0m £2.2m £29.6m
Note 1: Acquisition Vehicles are unquoted companies that have two years to invest in trades and are used by some VCTs to avoid 

breaching the rule that requires at least 70% of funds raised to be invested within three years of fund raising
Note 2: Although this is a pre-IPO fund, the remit is very different from the VCTs. Typical investment of £0.5-£3.5m mostly 

overseas in oil, gas, mining and renewable energy companies.
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has not been possible to fund management buyout (MBO) transactions using EIS money or VCT 
funds raised after that date. That rule also aff ects buy and build strategies. It is now proposed 
that VCT or EIS money cannot be used to acquire shares in another company or the trade of 
another company (including goodwill and other intangibles).

2. Company must be under 7 years old (with certain caveats).
3. There is a lifetime investment limit of £12m (£20m for knowledge intensive companies).
The restrictions took eff ect in relation to investments, and additions to existing investments, made 

on or after Royal Assent to the Finance Act which took place on 18 November 2015. 
We asked Puma to comment on how they see the changes, any eff ect they might have on their 

investment strategy and how many of their past investments would fail the new tests. Their answer is:
“The Puma Investments team have reviewed the last two years of deals and found that only 
one of these may have potentially fallen outside of the proposed new rules for VCT qualifying 
investments"

This is the 10th year that Puma is raising funds for Planned Exit VCTs having raised over £190m 
for its previous eleven VCTs. This Puma VCT offering (the structure and investment strategy of which 
have been based on the model developed for the previous Puma VCTs) is designed to appeal to in-
vestors looking for a shorter term investment linked with some form of asset backing and early exit. 

Puma VCT 12 expects (although there is no guarantee) to pay its first dividend from income ac-
crued from investments within the portfolio in April 2018. From then on, the Company expects to 
achieve an average dividend of 5p per annum (including the April 2018 dividend) over the rest of 
the life of the Company (anticipated winding-up vote Q3 2021). Accordingly, the first dividend in 
2018 may be lower than 5p per share, but the investment manager is confident that later dividends 
can be correspondingly higher in order to achieve the average of 5p annual dividend. 

 In other words, once the three year period is over the VCT can pay "dividends" out of capital (by 
seeking approval from the High Court of Justice that the amount standing to the credit of the share 
premium account of the Company be cancelled and converted into a distributable reserve) and the 
intent is to make up any early year shortfalls (should there be any).

Qualifying investments will be made into established businesses (including trading companies 
providing contracting services) primarily in the form of secured loans, offered together with ordi-
nary equity. Puma says that the on-going effects of the credit crisis mean that SMEs are continuing 
to find it difficult to access the funding they need from the traditional banks. Puma Investments 
reports a strong pipeline of potential investments, particularly in established companies with sub-
stantial assets or predictable revenue streams, over which a first charge can be taken. The Invest-
ment Manager says that it is typically seeking an 8%+ yield on the qualifying investments, with a 
typical loan to cost/value ratio of 60-65% to provide sufficient security for shareholders.

The Puma VCTs have majored in providing finance to trading companies, many of which have 
been subsequently engaged by developers to provide contracting services. Over the last few years 
the VCTs have invested in several such companies including Saville Services Limited and Alyth 
Trading Limited. The Puma VCTs have invested in other companies some of which then became 
members of a limited liability partnership (for example Kinloss Trading Limited and Isaacs Trading 
Limited are members of SKPB Services LLP). These companies (either alone or as part of an LLP) 
entered into agreements for contracting services with various counterparties and thereby carried 
out a qualifying trade. 

Setting up this structure from new appears no longer to be possible under the Disqualifying Pur-
pose Test. However as these companies (either alone or as part of an LLP) are pre-existing qualify-
ing trading businesses, with a few years of revenue and accounts, employees, having participated 
in a series of projects to date across the country, Puma understand that further investment into 
them would not fall foul of the Disqualifying Purpose Test. Recent advance assurances from HMRC 
(having provided full disclosure) to investments into, for example, Saville Services Limited and Al-
yth Trading Limited is evidence that they are available for continuing investment by the Puma VCTs.

 We understand that the following amounts are invested in such companies at present: £2.7m 

Strategy
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Table 2: Source of dividend payments
Puma VCT 

V
Puma High 

Income
Puma VCT 

VII
Puma VCT 
8

Puma VCT 
9

Dividends paid in 2011
Percentage from current year profits 4% 3%

Percentage from prior year profits
Percentage from capital 100% 96% 97%

Dividends paid in 2012
Percentage from current year profits 2% 18%

Percentage from prior year profits
Percentage from capital 100% 98% 82% 100%

Dividends paid in 2013
Percentage from current year profits 14% 9%

Percentage from prior year profits 5% 18%

Percentage from capital 100% 81% 73% 100%

Dividends paid in 2014
Percentage from current year profits 17% 24% 34%

Percentage from prior year profits 14% 9%

Percentage from capital 69% 67% 66%

Dividends paid in 2015
Percentage from current year profits 2% 35% 36% 30%

Percentage from prior year profits 10% 0% 0% 0%

Percentage from capital 88% 65% 64% 70%

Source: Shore Capital

Track record

from Puma High Income VCT, £6.1m from Puma VCT VII and £4.2m from Puma VCT 8 and £6.4m 
from Puma VCT 9.

A key point when considering potential returns is that the yield may look good at the top level but 
must be judged in relation to the length of the investment, the proportion of total funds engaged in 
such investments and the running costs of the VCT, all of which reduce the yield earned by the VCTs. 
We consider these points below under track record.

 Whilst suitable Qualifying Investments are being identified, the Puma Investment team will 
invest part of the cash raised into a range of investments intended to generate a positive return 
and an attractive running yield, including fixed income and other securities. They may also con-
sider senior-secured loans to established companies as part of the Non-Qualifying Investments 
Portfolio. The Company will continue to hold a proportion of its assets in such products after three 
years. These will be managed in-house by Puma Investments. This is an area where Puma VCTs have 
generated strong returns in the past. Puma VCT 12 will also seek to invest in senior-secured loans 
to established companies at attractive interest rates and this is expected to form a more significant 
part of the Non-Qualifying Investments Portfolio going forward.

Overall a strategy of secured lending that the manager has effectively employed in the past and 
now looks more profitable if the loans can maintain a rate of interest of around 8% per annum. In-
vestors should note that should any of the loans default then the portfolio does not offer any upside 
that can make up for any diminution in value due to any default, although the track record of Puma 
VCTs in recouping funds in the event of defaults is encouraging.
Tax Effi  cient Review rating: 28 out of 30

The team at Puma Investments has many years of experience and currently manages approxi-
mately £800 million in funds and alternative assets. 

The Investment Manager has a strong track record of 19 years of investing in smaller quoted 
and unquoted companies and delivering consistent returns, both in periods of strong performance 
of smaller companies generally and where market conditions have been more challenging. The 
manager says that competition is limited for new deals and these are therefore being offered on 
attractive terms.
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Table 5: Puma realisation events (1 of 2) Source: Shore Capital

Name
Bond Con-

tracting
Stocklights Telford 

Homes
Cadbury 

House
PAT Systems Cadbury 

House
Tranche 2

Telford II Traffi  c 
Broker (aka 

Forward)

Freshstart

Structure Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity
Combination of 

equity, loan stock 
and convertible 

loan stock
Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan

Sector Hotels Antique Books Flats
Hotel & 
Leisure

Trading 
Platform

Travel & Leisure Flats
Internet search 

engine
Development

Seat on Board Y N N N N N N N N
Cost £7.2m £3m £6.3m £7.2m £0.5m £8.2m £9.99m £5m £3.5m

Realisation £7.65m £4m £6.8m £9.7m £0.9m £8.2m £10.03m £5.5m £3.9m
Profi t £0.45m £1m £0.5m £2.5m £332,000 - £0.04m £0.5m £0.4m

Table 3: NAV portfolio attribution - inception to 30 September 2015
Puma VCT V Puma High Income VCT Puma VCT VII Puma VCT 8 Puma VCT 9 Puma VCT 10

Investment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Less Initial fee (2.0) (2.0) (5.0) (5.5) (4.7) (3.0)

Opening balance 98.0 98.0 95.0 94.5 95.3 97.0 

Return Qualifying 8.7 7.2 8.4 6.3 4.4 2.0 

 Non-qualifying 18.6 5.9 5.7 7.1 5.1 3.0 

Less Net expenses (17.8) (14.9) (13.7) (11.3) (7.4) (4.6)

 Performance fees (1.2) - - - - - 

 Dividends paid (106.3) (55.0) (20.0) (15.0) (6.0) - 

NAV at @ 30/09/2015 - 41.2 75.4 81.5 91.5 97.4 

Source: Shore Capital

Table 4: VCT Performance of SHORE fund raisings

Launch 
year

Net Asset Value/Date Total Dividends to date
Total return (dividends plus 

latest net asset value)
Annual IRR post initial tax 

relief/Position in peer group

Puma VCT (2004/05 raised £12m at 100p linked with Puma II, effectively fully wound up as at 23 September 2011)   TIDM PUA  TER Ref 234

2004/05 0p    30/09/2012 101p 101p 11%    4th out of 6

Puma VCT II (2004/05 raised £8.3m at 100p linked with Puma VCT, effectively fully wound up as at 23 September 2011)   TIDM PMV  TER Ref 98

2004/05 0p    30/09/2012 101p 101p 11%    5th out of 6

Puma VCT III (2005/06 raised £18m at 100p per share linked with Puma IV, effectively fully wound up as at 10 October 2013)   TIDM PUMC  TER Ref 138

2005/06 0p    20/12/2013 94.5p 94.5p 9%    3rd out of 8

Puma VCT IV (2005/06 raised £18m at 100p per share linked with Puma III, effectively fully wound up as at 10 October 2013)   TIDM PUMD  TER Ref 352

2005/06 0p    20/12/2013 93.3p 93.3p 9%    4th out of 8

Puma VCT V (2007/08 raised £7.5m at 100p, delisted 9 October 2013,  wound up 5 Sept 2014)   TIDM PUME  TER Ref 2

2007/08 0p    31/07/2015 106.3p 106.3p 8%    1st out of 8

Puma High Income VCT (2009/10 issued at 100p per share, winding-up vote 30 September 2015)   TIDM PMH  TER Ref 473

2009/10 41.2p    30/09/2015 55p 96.2p 7%    8th out of 13

Puma VCT VII (2010/11 raised £13m at 100p, winding-up vote expected Q3 2016)   TIDM PUMA  TER Ref 617

2010/11 75.4p    30/09/2015 20p 95.4p 8%    8th out of 11

Puma VCT 8 (2011/12 raised £12.5m at 100p, winding-up vote expected Q3 2017)   TIDM PUM8  TER Ref 745

2011/12 81.5p    30/09/2015 15p 96.5p 10%    14th out of 18

Puma VCT 9 (2012/13 raised £28m at 100p per share)   TIDM PUM9  TER Ref 1202

2012/13 91.49p    30/09/2015 6p 97.49p  

Puma VCT 10 (2013/14 raised at 100p per share)   TIDM PUMX  TER Ref 1864

2013/14 97.35p    30/09/2015 0p 97.35p
Puma VCT 11 (2014/15 shares issued at 100p per share)   TIDM PU11  TER Ref 2465

2014/15 95.68p    30/09/2015 0p 95.68p     

Table 5: Puma realisation events (2 of 2) Source: Shore Capital

Name SIPCOM Mirfi eld Community 
Solutions

Grimsby II Saggart Bolton Timperley Connolly & 
Callaghan 

Structure Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Equity & loan Loan
Sector Technology Development Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Real Estate

Seat on Board N N N N N N N N
Cost £1.4m £3.4m £5.4m £1.85m £3.6m £1.5m £1.2m £6.4m

Realisation £1.3m £3.9m £6.1m £2.0m £4.1m £1.7m £1.3m £7.0m
Profi t (£0.1m) £0.5m £0.7m £0.15m £0.5m £0.2m £0.1m £0.6m
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 Table 6: VCT Qualifying Investments exits Source: Shore Capital
VCT I Cadbury House Stocklight Winchester Hotel Telford I

IRR 16% 12% 4% 7%
Amount lent 1,911,480 602,222 1,532,135 1,513,450
Amount recovered 3,003,658 821,997 1,680,775 1,598,244
Date lent 01/06/2005 20/12/2006 04/04/2007 23/06/2009
Date of final repayment 30/11/2009 30/11/2010 30/06/2010 30/09/2010
Profit on deal 1,092,178 219,775 148,640 84,794

VCT II Cadbury House Stocklight Winchester Hotel Telford I
IRR 16% 12% 4% 7%
Amount lent 1,277,816 413,414 1,054,507 1,038,929
Amount recovered 2,036,080 564,285 1,171,136 1,097,137
Date lent 01/06/2005 20/12/2006 04/04/2007 23/06/2009
Date of final repayment 30/11/2009 30/11/2010 30/06/2010 30/09/2010
Profit on deal 758,265 150,871 116,629 58,208

VCT III Cadbury House Stocklight Winchester Hotel Telford I Telford II Traffic Broker (aka 
Forward)

Mirfield

IRR 6% 11% 3% 7% 2% 7% 14%
Amount lent 2,298,165 985,207 2,181,739 1,888,061 4,992,712 2,000,000 799,682
Amount recovered 2,659,275 1,326,524 2,274,999 2,053,373 5,015,202 2,175,164 953,388
Date lent 16/11/2007 20/12/2006 04/04/2007 23/06/2009 28/11/2011 22/12/2009 10/08/2011
Date of final repayment 30/11/2009 30/11/2010 30/06/2010 30/09/2010 26/03/2012 31/08/2011 30/09/2014
Profit on deal 361,110 341,317 93,260 165,313 22,490 175,164 153,706

VCT IV Cadbury House Stocklight Winchester Hotel Telford I Telford II Traffic Broker (aka 
Forward)

Mirfield

IRR 6% 11% 3% 7% 2% 7% 14%
Amount lent 2,295,529 985,207 2,181,739 1,888,061 4,992,712 2,000,000 799,682
Amount recovered 2,656,639 1,326,524 2,274,999 2,053,373 5,015,202 2,175,175 953,388
Date lent 16/11/2007 20/12/2006 04/04/2007 23/06/2009 28/11/2011 22/12/2009 10/08/2011
Date of final repayment 30/11/2009 30/11/2010 30/06/2010 30/09/2010 26/03/2012 31/08/2011 30/09/2014
Profit on deal 361,110 341,317 93,260 165,313 22,490 175,175 153,706

VCT V Winchester Hotel Traffic Broker (aka 
Forward)

Freshstart Mirfield Community 
Solutions

IRR 9% 7% 7% 6% 8%
Amount lent 250,000 1,000,000 1,880,000 940,000 1,880,000
Amount recovered 267,084 1,156,216 2,076,252 1,068,793 2,118,119
Date lent 01/04/2009 22/12/2009 28/11/2012 10/08/2011 23/05/2012
Date of final repayment 30/06/2010 09/03/2012 26/06/2014 30/09/2014 06/03/2014
Profit on deal 17,084 156,216 196,252 128,793 238,119

VCT HIGH INCOME Freshstart SIPCOM Mirfield Community 
Solutions

Grimsby II Bolton I Timperley

IRR 7% -4% 4% 8% 9% 10.2% 10.3%
Amount lent 667,059 700,000 860,000 1,760,000 650,000 510,000 607,000
Amount recovered 736,693 642,649 957,596 1,982,920 707,868 581,297 671,327
Date lent 28/11/2012 29/03/2012 10/08/2011 23/05/2012 21/08/2013 30/04/2014 30/04/2014
Date of final repayment 26/06/2014 21/08/2014 30/09/2014 06/03/2014 30/06/2014 04/09/2015 09/04/2015
Profit on deal 69,634 -57,351 97,596 222,920 57,868 71,297 64,327

VCT VII Freshstart SIPCOM Community 
Solutions

Grimsby II Bolton I

IRR 7% -4% 8% 9% 10.2%
Amount lent 476,471 700,000 1,760,000 350,000 1,000,000
Amount recovered 526,209 642,649 1,982,920 381,159 1,139,798
Date lent 28/11/2012 29/03/2012 23/05/2012 21/08/2013 30/04/2014
Date of final repayment 26/06/2014 21/08/2014 06/03/2014 30/06/2014 04/09/2015
Profit on deal 49,738 -57,351 222,920 31,159 139,798

VCT 8 Freshstart Grimsby II Saggart Timperley
IRR 7% 9% 14.5% 10.3%
Amount lent 476,471 450,000 800,000 562,000
Amount recovered 526,209 490,062 915,737 622,000
Date lent 28/11/2012 21/08/2013 30/06/2014 30/04/2014
Date of final repayment 26/06/2014 30/06/2014 30/06/2015 09/04/2015
Profit on deal 49,738 40,062 115,737 60,000

VCT 9 Grimsby II Saggart
IRR 9% 14.5%
Amount lent 400,000 1,600,000
Amount recovered 435,611 1,831,474
Date lent 21/08/2013 30/06/2014
Date of final repayment 30/06/2014 30/06/2015
Profit on deal 35,611 231,474

VCT 10 Grimsby II Saggart
IRR 9% 14.5%
Amount lent 400,000 1,200,000
Amount recovered 435,611 1,373,606
Date lent 21/08/2013 30/06/2014
Date of final repayment 30/06/2014 30/06/2015
Profit on deal 35,611 173,606
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Table 8: VCT portfolios as at 1 November 2015 Source Puma
Holding Date first lent HI VCT VCT VII VCT 8 VCT 9 VCT 10 VCT 11 Total

MQ loan 28/08/2012 674 1,330 1,420 - - - 3,424 
Beckenham 04/09/2015 - - - - - 4,000 4,000 
Churchill homes - Ythsie (loan) 19/04/2013 - - - 1,050 - - 1,050 
Culter House 24/10/2014 - - - - 474 - 474 
Simply 27/11/2013 - - 750 1,410 - - 2,160 
Citrus 31/07/2014 - - - 3,000 500 - 3,500 
Citrus III 24/02/2015 700 360 - - 1,590 1,350 4,000 
Citrus IV 20/08/2015 - - - - 2,000 2,000 4,000 
Citrus V 27/08/2015 - - - - 1,200 2,300 3,500 
C&C 02/07/2014 - 400 - 2,550 3,400 - 6,350 
Ferneylea 10/07/2014 - - - 1,175 1,175 - 2,350 
Mill Hill 16/06/2015 - - - - - 1,267 1,267 
Hamilton 16/06/2015 - - - - 1,200 1,200 2,400 
Dover 22/09/2015 - - - - 800 116 916 
Albany 05/12/2013 307 1,650 1,692 4,380 - - 8,029 
HBCS II - Clacton 18/07/2014 885 885 - - - - 1,770 
B & K 13/12/2012 600 450 450 - - - 1,500 
B & K II 26/03/2013 320 800 480 - - - 1,600 
Churchill homes - Ythsie (Contracting) 19/04/2013 750 750 - - - - 1,500 
HBCS II - Bury 08/10/2014 605 605 - - - - 1,210 
HBCS II - Wolverhampton 04/12/2014 227 550 735 - - - 1,512 
Opes 13/08/2014 - - 1,000 3,600 3,450 - 8,050 
Chinook 15/07/2014 - - 1,250 1,875 1,875 - 5,000 
Hamilton (old Saggart) - qualifying 16/06/2015 - - 800 1,600 - - 2,400 

In Companies not yet drawn (used in prior deals):
Old Ferneylea - - - 125 125 - 250 
HBCS II - Timperley - 562 - - - 562 
HBCS II - Bolton I 1,000 - - - - 1,000 
Mirfield - - - - - - 
Grimsby II - loan 09/07/2013 - - - 191 - - 191 
Saville Services 350 450 400 - - 1,200 
Frederica/Glenmoor 271 - - - - 271 

Liquid market securities held - - - - 521 521 1,042 
TOTALS 5,068 9,401 9,589 21,356 18,310 12,754 76,478 

Table 7: Live deals - qualifying deals by VCT Source Puma
Deal Churchill Albany Chinook Clacton Opes Bury Wolverhampton Hamilton

Date closed 21/03/2013 06/12/2013 15/07/2014 15/07/2014 13/08/2014 08/10/2014 04/12/2014 16/06/2015

Funds invested £1,500,000 £8,029,000 £5,000,000 £1,770,000 £8,050,000 £1,210,000 £1,512,000 £2,400,000

Amount recovered n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

IRR 8% 9% 9% 9% 10% 9% 9% 10%

Profit on deal £308,125 £1,322,515 £541,666 £210,188 £564,944 £105,370 £110,980 £65,520

Return 21% 16% 11% 12% 7% 9% 7% 3%

Profit on deal split by VCT by amount:

Puma High Income VCT £154,063 £50,568 £0 £105,094 £0 £52,685 £16,662 £0

Puma VCT VII £154,063 £271,784 £0 £105,094 £0 £52,685 £40,370 £0

Puma VCT 8 £0 £278,702 £135,417 £0 £107,666 £0 £53,949 £21,840

Puma VCT 9 £0 £721,462 £203,125 £0 £229,849 £0 £0 £43,680

Puma VCT 10 £0 £0 £203,125 £0 £227,429 £0 £0 £0

Profit on deal split by VCT by percentage participation:

Puma High Income VCT 50.00% 3.82% 50.00% 50.00% 15.01%

Puma VCT VII 50.00% 20.55% 50.00% 50.00% 36.38%

Puma VCT 8 21.07% 25.00% 12.00% 48.61% 33.33%

Puma VCT 9 54.55% 37.50% 45.00% 66.67%

Puma VCT 10 37.50% 43.00%
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• Puma VCT and Puma VCT II were launched in the 2004/2005 tax year and were originally 
designed to run for five years. On 16 September 2010 their shareholders were asked to vote 
on a members’ voluntary liquidation of these VCTs. All resolutions were passed and the 
shares were delisted from the London Stock Exchange on 17 September 2010. These VCTs 
have now completely wound up and have distributed a total of 101p per share. These are the 
first planned exit VCTs to have returned over 100p per share to investors by way of distribu-
tions. The fact that they are shown in Table 4 to be near the bottom of their peer group even 
though they returned in total more in funds is because they took longer to do this and this 
adversely impacts the Internal Rate of Return.

• Puma VCT III and Puma VCT IV voted on 27 October 2011 to place these VCTs into members’ 
voluntary liquidation and the shares were delisted from the London Stock Exchange on 28 
October 2011. These VCTs have completely wound up and distributed 94.5p and 93p respec-
tively. 

• Puma VCT V was launched in April 2008 and on 8th October 2013 the shareholders voted 
to enter members’ voluntary liquidation. The shares were delisted from the London Stock 
Exchange on 9th October 2013. On 5th September 2014 Puma VCT V paid its final distribu-
tion to shareholders, which resulted in a total return of 106.3p per share, not including the 
initial income tax relief available. This level of return, over a difficult period for the markets in 
general, makes Puma VCT V the top performing limited life/planned exit VCT to date. 

• Puma High Income VCT was launched in May 2010 and as at 30th September 2015 has a NAV 
of 40.6p per share and has paid out 55p per share in dividends to date. 

• Puma VCT VII was launched in May 2011 and as at 30th September 2015 has a NAV of 75.4p 
per share and has paid out 20p per share in dividends to date.

• Puma VCT 8 was launched in May 2012 and as at 30th September 2015 has a NAV of 81.5p 
per share and has paid out 15p per share in dividends to date. 

• Puma VCT 9 was launched in May 2013 and has paid out 6p per share in dividends to date. 
The NAV per share as at 30th September 2015 was 91.5p per share. 

• Puma VCT 10 was launched in May 2014 and has not paid out any dividends to date. The NAV 
per share as at 30th September 2015 was 97.4p per share. 

Table 3 shows for each set of VCTs how the income is derived and where the costs go.
Table 4 summarises how the performance to date of the various Puma offerings rank in their peer 

group by year of launch.
Tables 5 & 6 shows which exits have created the past performance by VCT.
Overall, the Puma VCTs are so far showing a very creditable set of performance figures. Whilst 

in the past some Puma VCTs have benefitted from high earnings from Hedge Fund Non Qualifying 
investments, which we understand will not be repeated in the future, the materially higher interest 
rates on qualifying and non-qualifying loans could potentially compensate going forward for Puma 
VCT 12. 

So how might revenue accrue (no prediction is made or implied}?
• Revenue is based on loans yielding LIBOR +8% so lets call that 8%. 
• After initial fees, the VCT is left with 94.5p per 100p invested and we assume that holding 

10% cash back to pay fees means the VCT manager is left with say 85p to be used to generate 
the return.

• Five years at 8% on 85p gives an income of 34p. 
• Assuming the exit takes place at the end of the sixth year, expenses are capped at 3.5% for 

six years giving 21p, leaving net income of around 13p. 
• With fallow periods where not all funds are working to achieve the return, lets call that 10p.
• After the 20% performance fee of all distributions above 100p, that reduces to 8p. 
• We think investors should look to be prepared to accept a return of 100p-105p (no prediction 

is made or implied).
Overall a manager that has delivered in the past and should hopefully continue to do so. 

Tax Effi  cient Review rating: 32 out of 40
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Puma VCT 12 should benefit from the significant structuring expertise of the Investment Manag-
ers qualifying team (which Puma claims will allow it to follow the same investment strategy as the 
previous Puma VCTs, notwithstanding the recent proposed changes to VCT legislation), coupled 
with the strength of its in-house asset management team. 

The investment team comprises : 
• Graham Shore (59) previously a partner in Touche Ross he joined Shore Capital in 1990 as 

Managing Director and has been involved in managing The Puma Fund, the JellyWorks 
portfolio, The Puma II Fund and St Peter Port Capital. He currently Chairs the VCT Investment 
Committee and since inception has sat on the Board of all the Puma VCTs. He has a total of 25 
years experience in venture capital.

• David Kaye (38) is CEO of Puma Investments. He graduated from Oxford with a degree in 
law and was called to the Bar in 2000. He practised as a barrister at a leading London set of 
chambers for five years, specialising in advising on a range of complex commercial legal is-
sues with a particular focus on financial investments and real estate. He joined Shore Capital 
in January 2006 as Deputy General Counsel and in 2011 became Commercial Director and 
General Counsel for Shore Capital Group Limited. In 2012 David was appointed CEO of the asset 
management division of Shore Capital.

• Eliot Kaye (41) Eliot is a director of Puma Investments having joined in 2006 following seven 
years at leading city law firm Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP. He advised on a substantial number 
of M&A and private equity deals, and was short-listed as a nominee for the Associate of the Year 
Award at the Legal Week Awards 2004. Eliot leads the team managing the Puma VCTs, and has 
also been involved in the management of The Puma (II) Fund and St Peter Port Capital Limited. 
He is responsible for the structuring and execution of new deals for the funds and representing 
the funds with investee companies.

• Justin Waine (39) joined Puma Investments in June 2014 as an Investment Director. He is a 
member of the Investment Committee for Puma VCTs and is also responsible for the Puma AIM 
IHT Portfolio Service, which seeks to mitigate inheritance tax through investing in a portfolio 
of AIM listed equities. In 2003, Justin joined Polar Capital Partners as a fund Manager on its 
European Funds. This included managing a significant portion of the award-winning Euro-
pean Forager Fund; an absolute return fund focused on Pan-European small and mid-sized 
companies. Prior to that he worked at Cazenove & Co as a sell side research analyst responsible 
for small and mid-sized companies. He has sixteen years’ experience of analyzing small and 
mid-sized companies.

• Rupert West (34) previously a manager and CMBS structurer at Barclays Capital and now ad-
vises on fixed income and structured credit and sits on the VCT Investment Committee. Prior to 
joining Barclays Capital he worked for Standard Bank as a specialist in financial modeling. 

Manager

Table 9: Matrix of individual responsibilities - SHORE CAPITAL LIMITED Data source Hugh Rogers October 2015

NAMES
Eliot Kaye Graham 

Shore
David 
Kaye

Sam 
McArthur

Rupert 
West

Tony 
Throp

Kimberly 
Martin

Katherine 
Woodfine

Unal 
Haribhai

Ian Bond

VCT RELATED WORK %
Deal origination % 15 5 5 20 30 25 20 20
General Enquiries % 10 5 15 10 20 10
New deal doing % 20 10 15 10 20 25 30 20 20
Investee board seats No,
Sitting on boards/Monitoring % 5 5 5 10 10 10 10
Fund raising % 10 10 5
Internal issues % 10 5 15 20 10 5 10 10 10
Exits % 20 5 5 5 10 10 10 10
Non Qualifying 20 10 5 30 10 20 10 20

NON VCT WORK %
Non VCT work % 10 50 45 40 10 10 10 10 10 50
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Years in venture capital 13 27 8 5 6 4 8 1 0 2
Years involved with VCTs 7 8 8 1 6 2 8 1 0 2
Years with current team 7 21 8 1 6 2 2 1 0 2
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• Tony Throp (30) graduated with a first in Chemical Engineering from Birmingham University. 
Post his degree, he spent a number of years at PriceWaterhouseCoopers in the Debt Advisory 
team of the Corporate Finance division where amongst other things, he advised on over $20 
billion of transactions including restructures at Rusal, Samsonite and Fesco Shipping. Tony joined 
Puma Investments from the M&A team at RBS where he worked across a variety of sectors 
including retail, telecoms and utilities.

• Kimberly Martin (31) graduated from King’s College University of London with a BSc in Busi-
ness Management and began her career at Shell Trading & Shipping on their graduate training 
programme. In 2007 she joined the private equity division of Aberdeen Asset Management as 
an Investment Manager initially in the AIM team and latterly in the Private Equity team. In 2009 
there was a Management Buy Out of the private equity division of Aberdeen Asset Management 
and Maven Capital Partners was formed. Kimberly worked on the Maven range of VCTs before 
joining Puma Investments in 2014. 

• Katherine Woodfine (28)began her career on the Graduate Trainee Programme at the equities 
exchange, Chi-X Europe, before settling into her role as a Corporate Finance Analyst, working di-
rectly on the merger with BATS Trading Limited. She joined Puma Investments in January 2015, 
from the Risk division of RBS, where she focused on capital requirements and stress testing. 
Katherine is an Investment Analyst, supporting the Investment Team in sourcing, transacting 
and monitoring deals. Katherine is a CFA charterholder. She graduated with a first in Finance, 
Accounting and Management from the University of Nottingham.

• Unal Haribhai (30) is a qualified Chartered Accountant and a Master of Applied Finance gradu-
ate. He has extensive experience in corporate finance, M&A, debt capital markets, valuation, 
financial modelling, strategic analysis and contract negotiation across various industry sectors. 
He recently joined Puma Investments as an Investment Manager specialising in institutional and 
alternative asset management, focusing on development capital and real estate. He has previ-
ously worked at Macquarie Capital within the Debt Capital Markets team, Wesfarmers in the 
M&A/Corporate Development team, and at PwC in the Financial Assurance (Financial Services) 
team.  

• Michael van Messel (51) after a degree in Physics at Imperial College, Michael joined Hacker 
Young and qualified as a Chartered Accountant. He then worked as a specialist in their tax 
department and subsequently for Coopers and Lybrand within its financial services group. He 
joined Shore Capital in 1993 as Group Financial Controller and became Operations Director in 
2000. He is the head of the Group’s finance team and is also responsible for all operations at 
Shore Capital Group.

• Jon Gerty (39) is a solicitor advocate who joined Shore Capital in March 2012 as its Head of 
Regulatory and Compliance Officer, having previously been an advocate and legal adviser at 
the FSA for two and a half years in the Enforcement Division (the Legal Group). He is an experi-
enced lawyer who qualified in 2001 at leading international law firm Hogan Lovells joining the 
financial services litigation department. In 2005, Jon left to join the London office of US law firm 
Morgan Lewis where he helped set-up the financial regulatory and compliance practice before 
leaving to join the FSA in 2009. 

Graham Shore (see above) sits on the Board of Directors for all the VCTs. 
The Board of Directors for Puma VCT 12 also comprises Ray Pierce (69) and) Jim Brydie (55) who are 

independent of the Investment Manager. 
• Ray Pierce has over 30 years’ experience in the financial sector, in both executive and non-ex-

ecutive roles. He was a senior Vice-President at American Express, then Chief Executive of The 
Mortgage Corporation. He was the founding Managing Director of Guardian Direct, and then 
Managing Director of Guardian Insurance, and a Board member of Guardian Royal Exchange 
PLC, then a FTSE 100 company. Since 1999 he has pursued a portfolio career, serving as a 
director of several companies in the listed, mutual and private equity sectors. He is currently 
the Senior Independent Director of Tesco Bank, and a Non-Executive Director and Chairman 
of the Audit Committee of Tesco Underwriting, a joint venture between Tesco Bank and Ageas 
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Deal Flow

UK. He is Chairman of Succession Group, a holding company for a wealth management and 
investment platform operator. He has also chaired Guinness Flight VCT Plc, Ortus VCT Plc and 
Puma High Income VCT Plc.

• Jim Byrdie has spent 30 years with RBS, the last few years as Head of Corporate & Prop-
erty Finance. Thereafter he was involved in the Irish Banking system, including the exit by 
IBRC from the USA and latterly as CEO of the UK business winding this down from a £14bn 
exposure and working closely with KMPG in the bulk sale of the residual £5bn loan book. 
More recently he has chaired a recovery vehicle for assets in Russia and Ukraine and retains a 
directorship in Logan Capital Advisors Ltd which provides strategic advice to American Hedge 
funds seeking to monetise assets and also further invest predominantly in the UK, Ireland 
and Germany.

The directors are investing £88,000 under the offers. Management and staff of Shore Capital and 
Puma Investments previously invested significantly in the ten previous Puma VCTs and will be doing 
so again with Puma VCT 12

As at October 2015, the team devoted the equivalent of 3.1 man years to deal originating and 
deal doing. 

Deal flow should not be a problem given Puma’s position in the market and the network they pos-
sess. During 2013 they actively reviewed the equivalent of over £450m of investment opportunities. 
These deals cover a wide range of sectors and they are initially screened on the following criteria: 

• Degree of asset backing for downside protection
• Experience of the team behind the deal
• Exit route within a suitable time frame 
• Commercial attractiveness

Deal review process: 
• When a new opportunity is evaluated, it will typically be screened using standard criteria relat-

ing to the degree of asset backing for downside protection, experience of the Investee Com-
pany’s management team and commercial attractiveness for investors in the Fund. If the deal 
meets the initial screening criteria it is added to a deal log and basic information is requested 
including: management accounts for the business, asset valuations and management team 
biographies. 

• From this information a summary of the deal is developed and this is used as a basis for discus-
sion by the Puma Investments team. The team will usually prepare a detailed financial model 
of the transaction identifying the commercial sensitivities of the deal and the level of equity 
support required to protect the debt position given the asset backing available. They will also 
usually conduct a site visit to the Investee Company’s offices and/or the location of the assets 
being secured against. 

• If a deal is approved by the internal team and acceptable terms have been negotiated with the 
Investee Company’s, an appraisal paper will be prepared for detailed review and consideration 
by the IC as set out below. 

• Every transaction is scrutinised by the Investment Committee (IC) which typically meets each 
month (and more frequently if urgent consideration for a transaction is required). The IC 
comprises of members of senior management, the investment team and representatives from 
the Group legal and compliance functions. Once approved by the IC, with or without conditions, 
the transaction is undertaken by a member of the Investment Management Team with the 
assistance of external professional advisers. Before the transaction is expected to close it will be 
formally approved by the Board of the Fund before proceeding to execution.

• Post completion of the transaction, Puma operate a rigorous monitoring process which is re-
viewed again by the IC and members of the Investment Management Team. Monthly meetings 
of the IC are held specifically for the purposes of monitoring existing transactions, at which the 
investment team present detailed financial and other information about the investee Fund and 
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Conclusion

report on the progress of projects. The team monitor transactions against agreed Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) and monitor compliance with any financial covenants. Typically Investee 
Companies are required to provide monthly management accounts which are also reviewed and 
scrutinised. 

• HMRC pre-clearances are formally obtained before a deal is completed. Puma Investments says 
it has many years experience of investing in smaller companies to produce above average re-
turns for investors. They say that this has enabled them to establish a good network of contacts, 
including other fund managers, stockbrokers and professional advisers, which should ensure a 
good deal flow. In addition, members of the investment management team have regular meet-
ings with smaller companies, a number of which may be suitable for investment by the Fund, 
which should increase the opportunities to participate in secondary fund raisings.

Tax Effi  cient Review rating: 18 out of 20

Puma VCT 12 has an initial charge of 3% and an annual management charge of 2%. Annual running 
fees are capped at 3.5% excluding VAT.

As performance incentive, the manager will receive 20% of the amount of cash distributions made to 
shareholders above 100p per share (not including the 30p tax rebate). As most of this will be effectively 
a return of capital, then there is no hurdle that the manager has to exceed.

In addition, the Investment Manager is entitled to charge the underlying investee companies fees for 
arrangement and structuring and, to the extent that other services are provided, additional fees as may 
be agreed. We asked Puma to provide the amounts of these fees in relation to these deals and they are 
in the range of 1.25% to 3%, with an average fee of 2.2%, but Puma are keen to stress that these fees 
are paid by the investee companies and not the VCTs or its shareholders. In our view however they are 
in effect paid by the VCT shareholders.
Tax Effi  cient Review rating: 8 out of 10

 The original objective of the Puma VCTs was to run the VCTs for five years, mitigate the risks usually 
associated with VCTs and return capital after the five year anniversary. The voluntary liquidation of the 
first five Puma VCTs and the returns of 106.3p per share in Puma VCT V and of 101p per share in Puma I 
& II is evidence of the manager having successfully completed the product cycle. 

The results from Puma III & IV show they returned only 94p, but credit should be given as this was 
achieved over very testing market conditions. It should also be noted that, within the planned exit 
sphere, the Puma VCTs have never opted for the Enhanced Share Buy-Back route, and have always suc-
ceed in returning capital to shareholders. 

Puma VCT V has beaten Puma VCT I & II by a considerable margin, and returned 106.3p per share to 
investors, making it the best performing limited life VCT to date. Puma say that the other Puma VCTs 
remain on track to achieve similar returns, which if achieved helps to show the stability of returns 
across the ten Puma VCTs to date. They will each undergo a similar voluntary liquidation at the five year 
anniversary so investors do not suffer the discount between the NAV and share price, which is usually 
associated with trying to sell in the secondary market.

A key differentiator for this VCT is the Investment Managers' structuring ability to seek to mitigate 
risk on the qualifying VCT investments.

Puma VCT 12 is expecting to pay a regular annual dividend from April 2018. From then on, the Com-
pany expects to achieve an average dividend payout to shareholders equivalent to 5p per annum over 
the remaining life of the Fund. 

The Company expects to be able to make annual payments to shareholders from income generated 
by its investments. It is anticipated that the income received from the Company’s investments will 
increase over the life of the Fund, as the number of Qualifying Investments rises. Accordingly, the April 
2018 dividend may be lower than 5p per share, but each of the remaining annual dividends may be 
correspondingly higher than 5p in order to achieve the average annual 5p dividend target. 

Overall a manager that has delivered in the past and should hopefully continue to do so.
Tax Effi  cient Review rating: 86 out of 100


